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Introduction
 

Getting great at hiring isn’t only about having highly effective 

recruiters. It’s a company-wide commitment, driven by leaders who  

see talent as a strategic advantage for their business.

We call these leaders Talent Makers™. 

Talent Makers believe talent is their top business priority – and act 

on it. They champion better hiring to drive their businesses forward 

toward sustained success. 

Think of Talent Makers as having three roles for three different 

audiences. You are a talent leader to your organization, a talent magnet 

to the people your company wants to hire and a talent partner to your 

internal recruiting team. 

Curious to see how you’re performing as a Talent Maker and translating 

these concepts into action? Take the self-assessment below for each 

of the three Talent Maker roles. We’ve provided you with prompts and 

questions to help you think through your answers. 

Remember – honesty is the best policy here. If you give yourself a low 

score in a certain area, that just gives you a clear direction on where to 

focus your future efforts and actions.
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Talent 
leader

A talent leader 
builds a culture of 
hiring, making it 
a priority for the 
whole company.

Talent 
magnet

A talent magnet 
creates an 
environment  
that attracts  
great talent.

Talent 
partner

A talent partner 
ensures everyone 
has the best 
support and tools 
to succeed.



Self-assessment for  
talent leaders

1.   I evaluate hiring as a key skill of my team.

Are you familiar with your team’s recruiting stats? For example, how long does it 

take your team to fill a role? How quickly does it take interviewers on your team to  

complete feedback after meeting with a candidate? How does that compare to the 

rest of the company?

Do you ask candidates specific questions about their own approaches to interviewing 

and hiring?

Does your team devote ample time to preparing for interviews? And to completing 

interview evaluations and scorecards?

My notes

What’s a talent leader? A talent leader brings a culture of hiring, 

making it a priority for the whole company. You show up as a talent 

leader in your visibility, your actions and the time you spend on hiring.

Directions: Take a moment to rate yourself against each statement. 

We’ve provided additional questions to help you think through your 

answers. Jot down a few specific examples to back up your response.

Scorecard  
ratings key:

Strong no

No

Neutral

Yes

Strong yes
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2.   I expect every employee to contribute to hiring.

3.   I train everyone on interview best practices.

Do you regularly ask your team members to make referrals for open roles at  

your company?

Does your team review candidate feedback to make improvements to your  

interview process and candidate experience?

Do you encourage every member of the hiring team to engage with candidates  

after they’ve accepted an offer?

Do you use standardized questions and rubrics for interviews? Are they used for  

every single candidate?

Have your team members been trained on how to interview and evaluate answers?

Do you seek out and share resources on how to improve interviewing skills for  

yourself and your team?

My notes

My notes
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4.   I consider hiring to be much more than filling an open role.

5.   I view hiring as a critical business function.

Do you look at the big picture, considering how someone will contribute to the  

overall progress of your department, company and industry?

Do you diversify referrals by asking for recommendations from those in your  

larger network?

Do you regularly engage in recruiting activities like attending career fairs and 

speaking at industry events?

Do you sponsor or otherwise engage with affinity groups?

My notes

My notes
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Self-assessment for  
talent magnets

1.   I highlight my values.

Do you openly share your expertise and experiences when attending and speaking  

at conferences and meetups?

Do you have a clear sense of the value proposition of joining your team?

Are you able to articulate what career progression looks like for your direct reports, 

showing your commitment to individual growth and mentorship?

My notes

What’s a talent magnet? A talent magnet creates a place where great 

talent is attracted to come work. You show up as a talent magnet in the 

way you engage with candidates and support your organization’s hiring 

brand.

Directions: Take a moment to rate yourself against each statement. 

We’ve provided additional questions to help you think through your 

answers. Jot down a few specific examples to back up your response.

Scorecard  
ratings key:

Strong no

No

Neutral

Yes

Strong yes
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2.   I advocate for my company. 

3.   I actively build and maintain my network.

Do you actively promote open roles – even those from other departments –  

to your network?

Do you regularly share information about your company that showcases your 

employer branding, the company culture and what it’s like to work in your 

organization?

Do you share stories about what your company is doing and how various team 

members are contributing to your mission?

Do you stay in touch with great people you’ve worked with in the past?

Do you make time to meet or speak with people in your network, even when you  

don’t have an open role you’re actively trying to fill?

Do you often act as a mentor to current and/or previous employees?

My notes

My notes
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4.   I create and/or uphold a structured hiring process.

5.   I value individuals at every stage of the process.

Do you have a process in place for responding to candidates who reach out 

proactively?

Do you have an active referral program that rewards the right results?

Do you ensure your team devotes the proper time, resources and effort to all  

aspects of hiring – from referrals to interviewing to documenting feedback?

Do you tell candidates exactly what to expect when they join your team – even  

when that means talking about challenges?

Do you get involved in the offer closing process? 

My notes

My notes
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Self-assessment for  
talent partners

1.   I know my talent team.

Do you forge and maintain strong relationships with everyone on your talent 

acquisition team?

Do you celebrate wins like offer acceptances and new hires with your recruiting 

counterparts?

My notes

What’s a talent partner? A talent partner ensures the recruiting 

team has the best support and tools to succeed. You show up as a 

talent partner in the way you work with recruiters and give them the 

resources they need.

Directions: Take a moment to rate yourself against each statement. 

We’ve provided additional questions to help you think through your 

answers. Jot down a few specific examples to back up your response.

Scorecard  
ratings key:

Strong no

No

Neutral

Yes

Strong yes
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2.   I give everyone access to the tools they need to make  

       good hiring decisions.

3.   I create thoughtful candidate profiles. 

Do you provide recruiting partners with clear guidelines about which candidate 

attributes are non-negotiable and which are nice-to-haves?

Do you include recruiting partners as members of your team so they understand  

what success looks like and feel equipped to hire for challenging roles?

Do you compile ideal candidate profiles to help recruiters better understand  

what you’re looking for?

Do you stay open to new perspectives and consider your recruiter’s 

recommendations for cross-functional skills that could apply in your open roles?

My notes

My notes
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4.   I make the criteria for candidate selection clear. 

I ensure everyone involved in hiring understands the business 

impact.

5.

Do you have a question bank that reflects the skills you regularly screen for?

Do you have consistent processes in place for interviewing, grading and filling out 

interview scorecards?

Do you consider yourself a host – and act accordingly – when someone is being 

interviewed by your team?

Do you create and adhere to service-level agreements with your recruiting partner?

My notes

My notes
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Greenhouse is the leading hiring software company. 

We help businesses become great at hiring through our 

powerful hiring approach, complete suite of software and 

services, and large partner ecosystem – so businesses can 

hire for what’s next.

To learn more and access additional resources, visit: 

talentmakersbook.com/resources

http://talentmakersbook.com/resources
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